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Abstract

An investigation was conducted to study the possible perfor-

mance benefits of using the augmented lift produced by dynamic-

stall-type airfoil motions to a cruise-missile-type aircraft in

terms of range, climb capability, and susceptibility to threat.

A baseline cruise-missile-type aircraft is defined and compared

to three modified versions with augmented lift capability.

The wings for the three dynamic-lift vehicles are sized to

produce the same maximum lift coefficient, while operating

* dynamically, as the maximum usable lift coefficient (0.8 times

maximum lift coefficient) of the baseline aircraft. By resiz-

ing the wing through chord reduction, increases in straight-

and-level range of 20 to 25% are found along with improvements

in climb, pull over terrain, and pull up from a dive, capability.

Moderate improvements in performance are found for the same

aspect ratio vehicle. The vehicle resized by span reduction

consistantly under-performed all vehicles except in some

examples of pull out to level flight. Two typical cruise-

missile-type missions were chosen and the trajectories of the

four vehicles were modeled. Minimum time above a reference

altitude was determined for the two missions as a representative

measure of suseptibility to threat.

xii
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PERFORMANCE OPTIMIZATION OF A CRUISE

MISSILE USING DYNAMIC-STALL INDUCED

LIFT AUGMENTATION

_____________I. Introduction

Background

'.4 Dynamic stall is an unsteady phenomenon that occurs when anI

airfoil passes through (from below) its static-stall angle of attack

with some rate. As the airfoil passes through the static-stall

angle of attack, stall is delayed until a higher angle of attack is

reached, the so-called dynamic-stall angle of attack. During thisI

process, the lift coefficient of the airfoil is increased beyond

the static maximum value of lift. The possible exploitation of this

dynamically-increased maximum lift is the purpose of this investi-

v gation.

The first published record of dynamic stall was reported by

-v Max Von Kramer after pilots noted increased lift while flying in

turbulent air [1]. Since that time, dynamic-stall-like phenomena

I. has been noted in a range of aerodynamic applications from theI

effect of periodic rotational motions on compressor blades [1,

to the effect of retreating blade stall in helicopter rotors [3].

Kramer developed an empirical relationship between dynamic andI

static lift coefficient for an airfoil undergoing a constant rate



of change of angle of attack

=+ (0.036&) / V (1.1)

CLmax dyn CLnmax st

.1

Deekens and Keubler [4] used flow visualization and an assumed

connection between quarter-chord separation and stall to arrive at

a similar relationship which was later Verified by Daley [5]. Their

relationship, however, showed a stronger effect on dynamic CLmax

due to the non-dimensionalized pitch rate term c& /V (i.e. a larger

lift curve slope). Deekens' and Keubler's equation has been written %,

here in terms of radians and multiplied by the 21T/radian slope curve

of classical theory so it may be compared to Equation 1.1

CL = CL + (0.264 c& ) / V (1.2)

max dyn max st

Tne difference between these two equations, as explained by DimmicI

[6], may be due to the different experimental approaches by Kramer

and Deekens and Keubler. While both dealt with constant- c exper-

iments, Kramer's experimental airfoils were fixed in inertial

space witn a varying flowfield. Deekens and Keubler used a rotating

airfoil in a oonstant ielocity flowfield. bimmick points out that tne

analytical treatment of the flowfield over the airfoil for the later

1.2

rN N N 1.N N 1
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case must be accomplished using an accelerating control volume.

Lawrence [7], Tupper [8], and Allaire [9] increased the

understanding of the dynamic stall event through various analytical

approaches while Schreck [10] and Dimmick [6] added to the available

experimental database for constant-& pitching airfoils. Recent

studies by Jumper, Schreck, and Dimmick [11], [12], have shown

that a doubling of static C can easily be obtained with rela-Lniax

tively small pitch rates (i.e. 6D ! 0.02).

To exploit the dynamic-stall event for lift augmentation, some

measure of the dynamic induced lift must be maintained over time

without a large penalty associated with the increases in drag and

pitching moment. As shown in a sample of Dimmick's experimental work

(see Figure 1.1), lift increases through a rotation of the airfoil

but a point is reached where a large negative pitching moment occurs

along with a large increase in drag. While constant-& experiments

have been useful in understanding some of the mechanisms at work

in dynamic-stall, any hope of time-averaged lift augmentation over

an extended and useful period of time will depend on some kind of

periodic motion.

Experiments performed by McAlister, Carr, and McCroskey [13]

also demonstrated increases in chord-normal aerodynamic coefficients,

C N' as high as 2.33 times C Nstati C  using sinusoidal oscillations

of a 0012 airfoil about an average angle of attack (Figure 1.2).

However, the time-averaged or integrated C N for a period of motion

(crossed-hatched region of Figure 1.2) is not increased above

C . Furthermore, based on these data alone, the corres-
iz N max static

1.3

V,'
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ponding values of pitching-moment coefficient, CM and chord-forceI

moment, CC , are sufficiently large to imply precluding the use of
dA

sinusoidal motions for lift augmentation.

With an increased understanding of the dynamic-stall event

provided by studies of the constant-& motion, and the promise of

potentially large average lift values, Stephen [11] began a new

study to investigate other types of airfoil periodic motions where

time-averaged lift coefficient might exceed C1lna static . With aI

series of periodic constant-6t, ramp-up, snap-down motions, Stephen

demonstrated, in one instance, that an average lift coefficient of

1.114 times the steady C could be achieved with only a slight '
miax

increase in drag and pitching moment (Figure 1.3). Although this

value of lift coefficient is short of what might be hoped for,

Stephen did discover a periodic motion where dr3: and pitching

moment were only slightly effected. Because of' experimental diffi-

culties, Stephen was not able to systematically explore such motions

further, but based upon these results, his stuay indicated that

higher average values of lift coefficient may be attainable.

Another important finding suggested by Stephen's work is that the

leading-edge vortex formation and shedding, whic h has teen considered

the driving mechanism in dynamic lift augmentation1, . 1,

may not be as important as earlier believed. Stephen's results appear

to indicate that sustained average lift values can be achieved with-

out tne formation of the leading-edge vortex during the upward move-

ment in the periodic motion. Further, suppression of such leading-edge

V
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drag and moment effects evidenced in previous studies. The results

suggest that the primary mechanism in delaying upper surface separ-

ation may be related to the combined effect of the Moore-Rott-Sears

separation criteria for a wall moving in the direction of the flow

discussed by Williams [221, Lawrence's [71 proposed mass ingestion

through the "boundary-layer control volume", and the effect of the

unsteady wake [19].

Based upon the results of Stephen and his predecessors, this

study was initiated to explore the potential performance benefits of

dynamic-stall-induced augmented lift on an aircraft. Although there

are acknowledgements to the potential uses of dynamic stall produced

lift by Ashley [16], Hamilton, et. al. [17], and Lang and Francis

[18], most of the interest has been in increasing the maneuverability

of fighter aircraft. Lang and Francis [181 have done a simple study

showing increased turn rate capability with the benefits of dynamic-

stall-induced lift, but their interest has been centered around the

characteristics and benefits of conventional fighter aircraft in

transient maneuvers. The general approach of this study is to

consider the benefits of unsteady, augmented lift applied to a

lower-risk-mission aircraft (i.e. a cruise-missile-type vehicle)

where the wing is decoupled from the fuselage about the transverse

or pitch axis.

OA

1.8
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Objectives

The objectives of this investigation are to study the possible

performance benefits of using the augmented lift produced by dynamic-

stall-type airfoil motions to a cruise-missile-type aircraft in

terms of range, climb capability, and susceptibility to threat. A

4- baseline cruise-missile-type aircraft is defined and compared to

three modified versions with augmented lift capability. The results

are then used to "optimize" the range of each vehicle for a straight

and level generic cruise-missile-type mission and the minimum time

above a reference altitude for two terrain following missions.

N

Y

,

6 r.

W l
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S.--. II. Vehicle Design

This chapter describes the choice and preliminary design of four

candidate vehicles for this study. Section 2 describes the design of

a baseline cruise-missile-type vehicle. The remaining three aircraft

configurations are described in Section 3. The later three vehicles

will have dynamic-stall-induced lift identical to the maximum usable

lift of the baseline vehicle thus allowing for different wing sizes.

The wings for these three vehicles will be sized to produce the same

C L , while operating dynamically, as the maximum usable lift
I. max

coefficient (0.8 C L ) of the baseline vehicle.* mdx st

5'.

Why a Cruise Missile

As was mentioned in Chapter 1, the cruise-missile-type vehicle

was chosen as a candidate because of the low-risk-mission aspects of

the vehicle. This vehicle and its mission requirements are considered

low-risk as opposed to the risk associated with using conventional

design practices to develop an expensive manned fighter-type vehicle.

There is also another important reason why this vehicle is a good

candidate for study. At first glance, it becomes apparent that the

wing for a cruise-missile-type vehicle is small. However, the wing is

"oversized" for the primary segment of the missile mission : straight-

and-level cruise. To understand why this is true, observe a typical

drag polar for this type vehicle (Figure 2.1). From Brequet's Range

equation for a turbojet or turbofan [20] operating at a straight-

2.1.,.I ,
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.D. and level cruise condition at constant velocity, V,

R = (VL) / (SFC)(D) In (Wi  / Wf) (2.1)

we see that in order to maximize range, the average range parameter

[VL/(SFC)(D)] must be a maximum. This implies that L/D must be at or

near a maximum value to provide for best vehicle range. The maximum

L/D point on Figure 2.1 can be shown to occur at 2C . If we look

at the equation for the drag polar

C O +KCL 2  (2.2." CD  D LO +22

A. 0

%'4

dividing both sides of the equation by

.., CD / L = D / L + K L  .

we known then that c /C is a minimumr (i e. maximumn L,*D)

L~

2.35

5-



when

d(CD /CL) /dCL 0 =- / CL2 + K (2.4)

2 C(2.5)
L LID =CD 0

substituting equation 2.5 into equation 2.2 we indeeJ see that

= + KCD K 2C (2.6)

Dmax L/D D0 0O0

Typically, this class of vehicle cruises at a much lower value of

average L/D for the cruise segment as represented in Figure 2.1. The

reasons for this are not readily apparent until other segments of

missile mission are examined. For terrain following, a cruise-missile-

type vehicle must have a large available C for maneuvers.Lmax

Therefore, the wing C is designed for maneuver considerations
Lmax

and is "oversized" for the cruise leg of most missions. If the

vehicle had lift-augmentation capability (e.g. dynamic-stall-induced

lift), a much smaller, efficient wing could be designed.

%2

2.4
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, Baseline Vehicle

The small cruise-missile-type vehicle designed to serve as a

baseline configuration for this study is shown in Figure 2.2. Rectan-

gular planforms for the wing, vertical tail, and horizontal tail are

used to simplify the design of the vehicle. The wing airfoil section

was chosen to be the 0015 symetrical airfoil to coincide with the

airfoil section used in the previous experimental work by Stephen,

Dimmick, and others mentioned in Chapter 1. The drag polar for this

vehicle was found using the preliminary design methods outlined by

Nicolai [20, 21] and is detailed in Appendix A. The baseline

vehicle was designed to perform optimally at a Mach number of 0.5

at standard sea level conditions.

A baseline engine was chosen to provide sufficient thrust

j. throughout the anticipated vehicle envelope. Figures 2.3 and 2.4 show

the thrust versus specific fuel consumption, also known as engine

power "hooks", developed for the baseline engine. The thrust char-

acteristics of this engine are typical for a vehicle of this size.

Augmented Lift Vehicles

As was discussed in Chapter 1, Stephen found averaged increases

in section lift coefficient of 1.114 times C with no% Iax static

appreciable increase in drag or moment coefficient. However, at the

time this study was begun, Stephen's results were not completed.

Therefore, based on Dimmick's results, a factor of 1.5 times

C averaged over time was used as tne dynamic-lift

2max 

static

2.5
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criteria for this effort.

At this point, it is noteworthy to explain how the value of 1.5

was arrived at, keeping in mind that Stephen's work was not yet

published. If we look at a sample of Dimmick's results presented in

Figure 1.1 of Chapter 1 for a non-dimensional pitch rate, 1ND , of

0.025 where

ND cal 2VO (2.7)

a slight "knee" in the lift curve slope at the a =200 position is

apparent. The general belief (later demonstrated by Stephen) was that

if the upward motion of the airfoil was "clipped" or snapped down at

this position, the airfoil would continue to generate lift up to or

near the maximum value shown in Figure 1.1. As the ramp-up, snap-

down motion was continued, the lift coefficient would vary, on the

average, about the value at af= 200. The value of C I  at t =
dyn

20' is then 1.5 times C] A similar approach was applied

max static
to the section drag data in order to obtain a reasonable drag penalty

associated with the increased lift (i.e. the value of Cd at a =
dyn

200 ). Therefore, the drag rise due to this augmented lift is

2.9
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assumed to be

Cd~y l .lCd (2.8)
ayn max static

Because the section moment coefficient does not change up to the

= 200 position, a moment penalty is not imposed. Aithough the

lift multiplier of 1.5 is considerably higher than actually

achieved, Stepnen's work did indicate that 1.5 might be attained.

Also, if no performance benefit is seen with 1.5, then no benefit

o* would likely exist for the type of mission investigated here.

4. Three variations of the baseline cruise missile were designed.

%These three vehicles are identical to the baseline except for their

respective wing sizes. All three vehicles are capable of producing

--. cynamic-stall-induced lift equal to the maximum usable static lift

coefficient (0.8 times CLmax ) of the baseline vehicle. From
-mxstatic

Appendix A, CLX static for the baseline is 1.z"7 based on a .4ing

reference area of 13 square feet ( S ). 0.6 times
max static

would then be 1.109. The planform area of the dyi.aa.ic-lift-capable

wings must be reducec to achieve a CL ax of 1.109 whereL a yn

C here is referenced to 13 square feet). Th-refore for
Lmax dyn

2.10
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the baseline vehicle

CLmax 0.8 C' max/ [ 1 + ( ° / 7rARB] (2.9)

The section lift coefficient, C 1Max , of a 0015 airfoil is found

from extrapolated data in Abbott and von Doenhoff [231. The

maximum required lift for the design of the baseline vehicle is

then

Lmax aesign 0.8 C1 max q SB / [ 1 + m / 7ARB (2.10)

ama

If dynamic motion is used to achieve the maximum design lift then

L C (2.11
max esign L q Sdynmax dyn

Where S ayn is the wing area of the new dynamic-! ift capable

venicles. Since the dynamic wing is assumed to nave a lift cap-

2.11
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J" .. , ability of 1.5 times the baseline, then

CLmax = 1.5 C1  / [ 1 + ( m / rAR ] (2.12)-~mxdyn ~ 1 max 0 Adyn

substituting Equation 2.12 into 2.11

Lmax design = 1.5 C1 max q Sdyn / [ I + mo / 7TARdyn] (2.1)

0 Since all vehicles must achieve the same required lift, Lmax Oesign

Equations 2.10 and 2.13 can be combined

1.5 C!max q Sdyn 0.8 C q SBmaxl max 2.14a)

[1 + (,o/ 7TARdyn] [1 + (mo / rARB

[i + (MO /7rARdyn] (2.14u
Sdyn B [I + (6° i3rARB

For CI  equal to 1.o [23], a baseline wing area, S, of 1-
max

square feet, and assuming the section lift-curve slope, mO , is L7,

2.12
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.~ .~-.Equation 2.14b reduces to

S dyn = 6.0089 ( I + 2 / ARdyn ) [ft 2  (2.15)

Equation 2.15 is plotted in Figure 2.5. Since the wing planform is

rectangular where

AR = b /c (2.16)

:%

I. and
.I

S b bc (2.17)

Equation 2.15 can also be written

Sdy 6.0089 (1 + 2 cdy b )(2.18)

2.13
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. ... By fixing a value of chord, span, or aspect ratio, all

geometric values of the new wing can be found using an iterative

procedure with Equations 2.15 through 2.18.

The most effective means to size the smaller wing in terms of

drag reduction is presented by Kohlman [24]. If the parasite

drag coefficient and span efficiency factor are assumed constant,

wing drag at any flight condition can be given as

DW  D D b c / b R + ( D bR2 / 2  (2.19)*.. W rDRRDWR DR

where DPR is the reference wing profile drag and DWR is the

total drag of the reference wing. Equation 2.19 can be normalized

with respect to DW R

2 / 2 (2.20)
D = Dw / D P 0 c / b C + (I - P) (bR

where P is the ratio of parasite to total drag. If only the wing

chord is reduced and the span remains constant, the change in

2.15
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* normalized drag can be expressed as

dD P dc /cR (2.21)

Equation 2.21 shows that there is no limit (other than structural

limits) to the amount of drag reduction available due to chord

reduction only. If wing span is reduced and chord is kept constant,

the change in normalized drag can be expressed as

dD 1 b P 2 1 P b b db(2.22)

If a reduction in span is to result in a net reduction of drag,

dD/db must be greater than zero when b =b R*This is true only

if P is greater than 2/3. Therefore, the parasite drag must be more

than dcuble the induced drag for a situation where induced drag is

increasing as span is decreasing. If P =2/3 and dD/db = 0 in

Equation 2.22, a lower limit of span reduction (that gives a favor-

able decrease in wing drag) is established

2.16



Equation 2.23 is plotted in Figure 2.6 [24:Fig 2].

Using Kohiman's work as a guide, three different wing sizing

schemes were developed :a.) An approach where the span of the

dynamic wing is keep the same as the baseline while reducing chord.

This vehicle is referred to as Vehicle 3 throughout the report; b.)

An intermediate approach by keeping the aspect ratio the same as the

baseline while reducing both chord and span. This vehicle is

referred to as Vehicle 2 throughout the report; and c. ) An approach

where the chord of the dynamic wing is kept the same as the baseline

while reducing span. This vehicle is referred to as Vehicle 1

throughout the report. With the above criteria, the three different

wings were sized and a summary of all four vehicles is presented in

% Table 2.1. The total-drag polars for the four vehicles are plotted

in Figure 2.7 and are all referenced to the same wing areaS

(i.e. 13 square feet). Appendix A contains the equations for the

three dynamic vehicle drag polars. Vehicle 1 is plotted on Fig-

ure 2.6 where it is seen to fall below the span reduction limits

discussed by Kohlman. Since Vehicles 2 and 3 are also chord

C- reduced, tney cannot be meaningfully plotted on Figure 2.6.

Design '-imitations

In order to keep the vehicle design and analysis simple,

several design issues were not addressed

1) Structural integrity of the wing -The assumption is

is made th~at the reduced wings will withstand increased

2.17
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' Table 2.1

Comparison of Four Vehicle Configurations

SPAN (FT) CHORD (FT) S (SQFT) AR

BASELINE 13.00 1.000 13.00 13.00

VEHICLE 1 7.59 1.000 7.59 7.59

VEHICLE 2 9.49 0.730 6.93 13.00

VEHICLE 3 13.00 0.498 6.47 26.12

-'.19
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wing loading, torsion, etc.

2) Aeroelastic effects The assumption is made that the

wing is perfectly rigid.

N.
N 3) Stability and Control The baseline vehicle and ensuing

dynamic-lift vehicles were designed to be similar in

size and weight to existing military hardware. Good static

and dynamic stability qualities are assumed to exist.

4) Fuselage drag Fuselage drag is constant and not a

function of angle of attack (see Appendix A).

5) Three-dimensional dynamic-lift effect The 3-D correc-

0 tions made to the dynamic-lift wings are the same as the

corrections made to the baseline vehicle.

6) Compressibility effects Critical mach number effects

on the 0015 airfoil are not considered to effect the

dynamic wings.

Structural integrity of the wing, aeroelastic effects, and

stability and control, are areas that are considered beyond the

S scope of this investigation. Fuselage drag would only effect the

baseline vehicle because the dynamic-lift vehicles are decoupled

from the wing and always fly at a zero angle of attack. Three- K

S dimensional dynamic-lift effects are not addressed because the

subject has only been qualitatively addressed in the literature

[25]. Compressibility effects will be addressed in Chapter 5 and

I 2.21



' h III. Range, Trajectory, and Mission Elements

This chapter describes the methods and equations used to

compute straight-and-level operational range and longitudinal trajec-

tory of a point mass vehicle. The computer program NSEGII [27]

was used to compute the range of the four vehicles during straight-

and-level cruise at sea level conditions. The computer program IID

was modified and used to predict the trajectory of the four vehicles

for the following mission elements : a) CLmax climbs ; ;) pull-

over the top of a mountain ; and c) pull-out back to cruise alti-

tude. Program HID and NSEGII were both used to optimize the

trajectory and range of the four vehicles over two typical terrain

following missions.

Range

For an aircraft flying straight and level, the incremental dis-

tance that the vehicle can travel can be expressed as

ds V dt (3.1

The fuel flow or change in vehicle weight over time for a jet air-

3.1
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.u craft can be defined as

dW /dt = SFC FN (3.2)

where SFC is the specific fuel consumption and F is the net
N

propulsive force of the vehicle. By solving Equation 3.2 for dt and

substituting into Equation 3.1

ds = V dW /(SFCF ) (3.3)

in straight and level flight, FN is equal to total drag force, D,

and the weight, W, of the vehicle is equal to the total lift, L. If

we multiply Equation 3.3 by FN /D and L/W

ds = (V aW / SFC F )(FN/D)(L/W) (V L,/SFC U)(dW/ 4) (3.4)

The total range is determined by integrating Equation 3.4 over the

3.2



Sweight change (fuel weight) of the vehicle

R =V L SFC D W W (35)

W.

If we assume that the velocity, V, remains constant throughout the

flight and SFC and L/D are relatively constant for a weight change

increment, then Equation 3.5 can be integrated

R( V L / SFC 0 ) In ( Wi / Wf

Equation 3.6 is known as the Brequet range equation for a jet aircraft.

NSEGII solves the Brequet equation by breaking the mission into small

segments. At each segment, SFC and L/D are assumed to be constant bt.u

are updated at every consecutive segment or

R V [ (L / SFC D)I In (Wi / W2) + (L / SFC D)

X in ( / W3) + ... + (L / SFC D) In (W f) /W3.

Appendix C contains a sample input and output for the NNSEGII program.

3.3
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Trajectory Equations

The computer program IIID [28] was used to compute the

trajectory of the vehicles while traversing terrain. The program

was only used in a two-dimensional mode by solving the longitudinal

equations of motion for a point mass in trimmed flight, where,

-. :

24cg 0 (3.8)

F = ina (3.9)

Referring to Figure 3.1, Equations 3.8 and ;.9 can be written in

terms of the moving vehicle reference axes (wind axes) as:

Z F = T cos BD - D + W sin;' m V (31o

Fz  = W cos Y - L - T SiflotBl - m V y (3.'1

M = o (3.12)cg

which are the trimmed flight equations in the longitudinal plane

(XZ) where Y" is the flight path angle, OtBD is the angle of attack

of the vehicle body and T is the gross thrust of the vehicle. The

3.4 I
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I |

kinematic equations which relate the moving vehicle reference axes h

to the earth-fixed axes (flat earth) are :

= V cos Y (3.13)

H V sin Y (3.14)

If the longitudinal load factor is defined as:
I-.,
I

n = ( L T sinD ) / W (3.15)

Equations 3.10 and 3.11 become

V = g [(T cs 0 - ))/w-siny Y (3.16)

*1*

I

As was mentioned in Chapter 2, the wings for the ynamic-lift

vehicles are decoupled from the vehicle fuselage. Therefore, the

fuselage angle of attack, Oh for these vehic les can be set at

3.6
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5%any arbitrary ot.~ If a B is set at a very large angle, the thrust
8D * 4

component in the Z direction will increase the longitudinal load

factor which will increase the rate of flight path angle change.

* Conversely, the acceleration of the vehicle in the X direction will

be decreased due to the increase in vehicle drag and decrease of

the thrust component. This particular effect has not been studied

in this investigation because of unknown stability and control

effects that would be introduced into the problem. Thlerefore, for

simplicity, ct B is assumed to be zero in the calculation of vehicle

trajectory for all of the vehicles. Although an ct of zero is
.48D

physically impossible for the baseline vehicle, the understanding

is that the dynamic-lift vehicles can be set at the same ct B as

the baseline. This particular assumption does not affect the

relative performance between the four vehicles and the effect of

arbitrary ct for the dynamic-lift vehicles does not enter into
BO)

the problem.

Equations 3.16 and 3.17 then become

r V g [(T -D )/W -sinY](.)2

Y g /V )(n -cos Y )(3.19)

3.7



7, .

C' where,

n = L W (3.20)

Equations 3.18 and 3.19 are numerically integrated by employing the

fourth-order Runge-Kutta method. Sample input and output for program

IIID is found in Appendix D.

Mission Elements

The computer program HID was used to compute the trajectory

%:" of the four vehicles for a series of cruise-missile-type vehicle

maneuvers which were outlined at the beginning of the chapter.

During each maneuver, the relative performance of the three

dynamic-lift vehicles will be compared to the performance of the

baseline vehicle. The parameters of interest for the climb, pull-

over, and pull-up maneuvers are

Cm

.4.|

1. Time to final altitude

2. Minimum initial distance from terrain to begin a

maneuver.

3. Maximum attainable altitude.

Time to final altitude and minimum initial distance from terrain

* apply to climb, pull-over, and pull-up whereas time to final

3.8
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V .. . . . . .

'I

.,p •altitude only applies to the climb maneuver. All maneuvers are

performed when the vehicles are at maximum lift. For the pull-over

maneuver, the dynamic-lift vehicles are capable of producing the

e n v l-1.109) as positive lift. Although

cruise-missile-type vehicles also have negative lift capability, the

maximum value is limited because of vehicle angle of attack limita-

tions. The wing for the baseline vehicle shown in Figure 2.2 is

fixed at some nominal angle of attack, CO I to produce the required

lift at an average flight condition. An assumed average flight

condition would be straight and level flight at half the fuel

weight, or,

W avg L avg 1200 + ( 0.5 (1800) 2100 los (3.21)

Therefore, at sea level standard conditions with a freestream

Mach number of 0.5

CL  : L / ( q S ) 0.4363 (3.22)
"L avg

% 5

3.9
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From Equation A.13 in Appendix A
% .V

C CL  [ 1 + (m / r AR)] (3.23)

avg avg

5-

For the baseline vehicle, C] is equal to 0.5034. The fixed
avg

angle of attack of the wing with respect to the vehicle body, ao

would then be 4.7 degrees. In order to obtain a lift coefficient

value of CL 1.109 in the positive direction, the baseline vehicle

must traverse to an angle of attack, eBD , of 12 degrees. The

assumption is then made that the vehicle cannot exceed C D 12

BD-

degrees in the negative direction. The relative wing angle of attack

in the negative direction would then be

wingneg max BDng max +-.0(.4

Therefore,

C -0.693 (3.25)

max neg

for the baseline vehicle. The baseline vehicle can only attain 63%

3.10



(i.e. 0.693/1.109) of the maximum usable lift in the negative

direction.

Complete Missions

Two full missions were chosen to represent typical terrains

covered by a cruise-missile-type vehicle. The missions, which are

designated light and rough are detailed in Figure 3.2. The vehicles

covered the terrain through a series of optimimum pull-up, pull-over,

and pull-out maneuvers and the minimum time above sea level altitude

was compared along with the total mission range. The time above sea

level or minimum altitude is used as a representative measure of the

susceptibility of the vehicles to any threat that may be encountered

while completing the mission 131]. The vehicle trajectories were

determined using the computer programs NSEGII and IIID along with

the information generated from the mission element section.

For the two missions, the assumption is made that when the

dynamic-lift capability of the vehicles is "turned on", only one

value of lift coefficient (i.e. 1.5 times CLinax static ) can be

produced by the dynamic-lift vehicles. Therefore, the dynamic-lift

vehicles will have a "gap" in lift capability between the maximum

lift coefficient in the static and dynamic modes. Although this

lo assumption may appear to 
be a strict limitation imposed 

on the these

vehicles, it does define a minimum capability in the use of

dynamic-lift-producing wings. However, this assumption should not

imply that dynamic-lift-producing 
wings will 

never be able to produce

variable values of lift 
coefficient. Therefore, 

for portions of the

3.11
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missions where the litt "gap" severely limits the pertormance ot these
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vehicles, a measure of caution should be made when interpreting the

results.
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IV. Results and Discussion

Straight-and-Level Range

This section describes three approaches used to optimize

straight-and-level range for the four vehicles discussed in Chapter

2. The resultant range of the baseline vehicle is compared to the

range of the three dynamic-lift vehicles and the results are pre-

sented in Appendix D.

In the first approach, all four vehicles were flown at sea level,

MO = 0.5 with the engine thrust characteristics described in Figures

2.3 and 2.4 of Chapter 2. Table D-1 of Appendix D is a summary of

the results. In the second approach, the range of the four vehicles

Eif was maximized for an optimal cruise Mach number at sea level and at

10,000 feet altitude. Figures 4.1 through 4.2 and Tables D.2 through

D.3 are a summary of the Mach number optimization. In the third

J, approach, the vehicle ranges were maximized for optimal engine

thrust characteristics. The engine thrust is optimized by "resizing"

the engine for each of the dynamic lift vehicles. Engine "resizing"

was accomplished by shifting the engine thrust curves in Figures 2.3

and 2.4 to coincide with the most efficient specific fuel consump-

tion of the vehicle throughout the mission. As an example, the

thrust vs. specific fuel consumption curve for sea level, Mo

0.5 is presented in Figure 4.3. In order to obtain the best engine

efficiency for the dynamic-lift vehicles, the curve must be shifted

(to the left) to the point where the bottom or bucket of the curve

coincides with the nominal or average operating thrust of the vehicle.

4.1
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p.,~.v.Since the dynamic-lift vehicles have less drag than the baseline

vehicle due to the smaller wings, they do not require as much thrust

as the baseline throughout the range mission. Table D.4 is a summary

of the engine thrust optimization.

A weight penalty of 100 pounds was estimated and added to the

vehicle in order to account for extra weight due to the physical

hardware and sof'tware that would be needed to drive the dynamic-lift

wings. The penalty is imposed by reducing the fuel weight (i.e.

increase the vehicle's empty weight) by 100 pounds. The effect of%

the weight penalty on range is also shown in Tables D.1 through D.4.

The value of 100 pounds is a conservative approximation of the total

weight of the equipment used in Stephen's experimental hardware.

A summary of the range comparisons from Tables D.1 through D.'4

is presented in Table 4.1. in all cases but one, the dynamic-lift

vehicles nave more range capability than the baseline vehicle.

Range increases of approximately 5 to 20% occur for all three

dynamic vehicles when they are engine thrust optimized while the

clipped chord configuration (Vehicle 3) exhibits the best range

improvements for all three optimizations. With the baseline engine,

S the clipped span configuration (Vehicle 1) shows a decrease in

range of 2.8% when the 100 pound weight penalty is applied.

'4.5



...:. . Table 4.1

Percent Change in Range With the Baseline Vehicle
For the three Optimization Techniques

M:O.5 SL MACH ENGINE

BASELINE NUMBER THRUST
ENGINE OPTIMIZED OPTIMIZED

VEHICLE 1 +3.7 +9.4 +10.2

[-2.8] [+2.3] [+4.8]

VEHICLE 2 +8.2 +14.3 +19.3
[+1.8] [+7.2] [+13.5]

VEHICLE 3 +11.1 +17.7 +25.6
[+4.6] [+10.6] [+19.7]

100 LB FUEL WEIGHT PENALTY APPLIED

4.4.
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Mission Elements For Terrain Following o

In this section, the results of the terrain following mission

elements are presented and discussed. The three maneuvers are pull

up to altitude, pull over terrain, and pull out of a dive to continue

a sea-level-cruise mission. All maneuvers were performed at maximum

thrust and maximum lift coefficient of the vehicles (maximum lift

coefficient available of the baseline and maximum dynamic-lift

coefficient of the dynamic-lift vehicles) and the relative perform-S

.
ance of the three dynamic vehicles is compared to the baseline

vehicle. The baseline engine was used for all four vehicles. Two of

ahe maneuvers are performed for each vehicle at three different

initial weights of 1000, 2000, and 3000 pounds to evaluate the %

impact of weight on performance. For the pull-over maneuver, the

vehicles are evaluated at an initial weight of 2000 pounds. Although 0

the smallest weight studied is below the minimum empty weight of the

vehicle (1200 pounds) and is of little practical concern, the data

for this case is useful for the development of the missions in the 0

next section.

The first mission element to be investigated was the pull-Lp or

climb maneuver. As a basis for comparison for the four vehicles, the S

maneuver was started at a Mach number of 0.5 at sea level. The

ability of these vehicles to perform a C Lmax climb are comparec

in Figures 4.4 through 4.5 and in Tables D.5 through D.7. In all

cases, Vehicle 3 arrives at a given flight path angle and altituce

faster than tte other three vehicles while Vehicle 1 arrives slwet.-

The principal reason for the relative climb performance of the four S

4.7
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I * vehicles can be attributed to the difference in drag of the four

vehicles. From Figure 2.7 in Chapter 2, at CL Vehicle 1 has

the largest drag relative to the other vehicles due to induced drag p

effects where vehicles 2 and 3 exhibit less overall drag. For the

1000 pound case, all four vehicles are capable of attaining a 90

degree flight path angle. Figure 4.6 contains plots of the maximum

flight path angle attainable as a function of weight.

For the second element considered in terrain following, the

.1ability of the four vehicles to pull-out from a descent was compared.%

N. The vehicles were flown at maximum thrust for four different initial

flight path angles and three different initial weights. The descent

was begun at an initial Mach number of 0.5. The solution was

iterated to find the minimum initial altitude that the vehicle

could begin the descent while reaching a final flight path angle

of zero at z, altitude. The results of the pull-out maneuvers

are presented in Figures 4.7 through 4.11 and Tables D.8 through

D. 10.

The differences in vehicle performance are not readily apparent

from the trajectory plots in Figures 4.7 through 4.11. These compar-

isons can be seen more vividly in Tables D.8 through D.10. The

initial descent altitudes for Vehicle 2 and Vehicle 3 are less (in

every case) than the altitudes for the baseline vehicle. The ability

of Vehicles 2 and 3 to pull cut faster is principally due to the

reduced drag of these vehicles compared to the baseline. Vehicle 1,

which has a higher drag coefficient than the baseline, does not

perform as well as the baseline at a weight of 3000 pournas, however,
r.,W.
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~: ~-at the 2000 and 1000 pound weights, Vehicle 3 Pulls out faster than

the baseline. From Equations 3.18 and 3.19 of Chapter 3, it can be

seen that drag is not the only factor influencing the trajectory of

the vehicles. As a vehicle begins a descent, increased drag can help

the maneuver by reducing altitude descent rate as the flight path

angle is changing. However, at the end of the maneuver, the

increased drag can impede the efficiency of the vehicle's descent

to the final altitude. Therefore, the total efficiency of the

maneuver is a function of thrust, weight, initial velocity, and

the relative effect of drag at all portions of the maneuver. Table

D.11 is an example of the effect of thrust on the minimum initial

altitude for an initial velocity of zero. Although constant thrust

throughout the maneuver may not be the most efficient means of

S pulling out, the maximum thrust criteria has been chosen in this

situation to be consistent with that used for the the other mission

elements. Further, it is believed that the differences shown in

vehicle pull-out performance for this particular mission element

are relatively small so that any attempts to improve pull-out

efficiency will not greatly effect the final comparison.

The final mission element to be investigated was the pull-

over maneuver. This particular element not only was difficult to

analyze but showed some unusual results. Instead of presenting

results similar to the first two mission elements, the focus will be

on the discussion of the vehicles at one particular weight and

* initial flight path angle. Figure 4.12 shows the relative pu&ll-over

capability of the three dynamic vehicles compared to the baseline.
% %
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.".- From this figure it can be seen that the dynamic vehicles can pull

over much sooner than the baseline. What is not evident from this

figure is the behavior of the dynamic vehicles after the pull-over

segment is completed. During the mission optimizations, which will

be discussed in greater detail in the next section, the vehicles had

difficulty recovering from this maneuver. The resultant decelera-

tions from a negative-dynamic-maximum lift coefficient made it

difficult for these vehicles to pull-out to a particular flight

path angle until the vehicle had gained enough velocity to generate

enough lift for the pull-out. To try and understand why these

vehicles react in such a manner, the deceleration behavior of the

four vehicles is shown in Figure 4.13 where P is defined as

S

P V(T-D)/W (4.1)
'

The common name usually associated with P5 is specific excess

power. At the onset of the dynamic maneuver, the dynamic vehicles

experience P values as large as three to nine times greater thanS

the baseline vehicle. Also, the baseline vehicle recovers from

this situation quite quickly. The three dynamic vehicles, on the

other hand, continue to experience the negative PS condition for

an extended period of time. There are two reasons why PS stays

negative longer for the dynamic lift vehicles. The most obvious

reason is the extremely large increase in drag due to the negative-

4.19
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~ ~ dynamic lift. The other effect, not so readily apparent is the

reduction in maximum thrust due to increased altitude and decreased

Mach number (see Figures 2.3 and 2.4). The result is extremely rapid

decelerations. The dynamic vehicles do reach the desired negative

flight path angles quickly as shown in Figure 4.12, but when posi-

tive lift is applied, the dynamic vehicles continue to descend into

a steeper dive until enough vehicle velocity is attained to pull out.

The results of this effect are shown clearly in mission number one

in the next section.

Missions

Two full missions were developed for this investigation in

order to compare the terrain following capability of the dynamic-

* lift vehicles to the baseline vehicle. The baseline engine is used

for all four vehicles and all terrain following maneuvers are

performed at maximum thrust. The measures of merit for the compar-

ison of the four vehicles is :a) the total amount of time that the

vehicle is above the minimum sea level altitude ; and b) the total

mission range of the vehicles. The range calculation was performed

by breaking each mission into three segments and computing the fuel

loss for :a) the straight and level portion of the flight at the

beginning and end of the mission ; b) the portion of the flight

* when the vehicle traverses the mountains ; and c) the segment of

* straight-and-level flight between the mountains. In order to

compute the fuel loss for the first and third segment, Figure

4.4was constructed from the NUSEGII calculation of straight-and-

4.21
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* level range and used to compute fuel loss for the pre-terrain,

between terrain, and post-terrain portions of the mission. Figure

4.15 was constructed by computing an average fuel loss at maximum

thrust for each of the four vehicles and is used to compute the

fuel loss of the vehicles during the terrain following portion of

the mission. The distance covered in Figure 4.15 is the total

distance that each vehicle traverses traveling up and over each

mountain. The trajectory and time above minimum altitude during the

terrain following portion is computed for one mountain and then

multiplied by the total number of mountains in the mission.

For Mission 1, the four vehicles were flown straight and

level for 400 nautical miles until the terrain was reached. Figure

4.16 is a depiction of the trajectories optimized for this mission;

Tables D.12 through D.15 are a summary of the various mission elements

*required to perform an optimal trajectory over each mountain; Table2.

D.16 shows the fuel loss estimates for the terrain following portions

of' the mission; and Table 4.2 is a summary of the total mission

range and time above sea level for each vehicle.

The baseline vehicle is able to pull up and over the terrain by

following the contour of the mountain, However, tne dynamic vehicles

are forced to use their dynamic-lift capability for the entire climb

phase of the mission in order to get over the terrain. Because the

assumption was made that the dynamic-lift vehicles are only capable

* of attaining one value of dynamic-lift, these vehicles are not able

to climb at a constant flight path angle along the mountain contours

before the static-maximum-lift coefficient and peak altitude is

4.23 I I
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Table 4.2

Mission 1 - Range and Time Above Sea level
For All Four Vehicles

PRE-TER. TERRAIN TOTAL % INCREASE TOTAL TIME

MILES HORIZONTAL MISSION OVER ABOVE SEA

(NM) MILES(NM) RANGE(NM) BASELINE LEVEL(SEC)

BASE 400.0 36.72 2399.2 183.4

VEH. 1 400.0 36.72 2494.2 +3.96 238.4
[2344.1] [-2.29]

VEH. 2 400.0 36.72 2574.2 +7.29 237.85
[2396.7] [-0.10]

VEH. 3 400.0 36.72 2659.2 +10.84 237.65
[2506.7] [+4.48]

[ ] :100 LB FUEL WEIGHT PENALTY APPLIED

.e1

%X.
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0~ reached. Therefore the dynamic vehicles must perform a dynamic Cilimax

climb to a point near the maximum attainable flight path angle and

then essentially "fall" back to the sea level altitude. Although

the trajectory overshoot is minimized by making use of the negative I.
lift capability of these vehicles, this particular mission indicates

some of the difficulties encountered when the dynamic vehicles are

limited to only a single value of augmented lift.I

From Table 4.2, It is apparent that total mission range along

with the total time above minimum altitude for the dynamic vehicles

is adversely affected by the extra distance that must be travel due

to the "gap" in static and dynamic lift. This mission clearly showsI

that a variable dynamic-lift capability is necessary in order to gain

an advar- ze over the baseline vehicle in a conventional terrain

* '9 following mode.

In Mission 2, where the terrain following requirements are more

severe than Mission 1, the baseline vehicle is forced to utilize the

maximum lift in order to clear the terrain. Figure 4.17 is a

depiction of the vehicle trajectories optimized for this mission;

Tables D.17 through D.20 are the mission elements necessary to

optimize the trajectories; Table D.21 is a summary of fuel loss

estimates for the terrain following portion of the mission; and TableI! 4.3 is a summary of the total mission range and total time above sea

level for the complete mission.

vIcle wrer otmiedog atod erorma the atmurcnsain alim

four vein le or ere opatai e enoug aliero ca the umcnterain, a lm

that would allow them to gain enough altitude to clear thie 6000 ft.

4.27 :.
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Table 4.3 .. [

Mission 2 - Range and Time Above Sea Level p
For All Four Vehicles

PRE-TER. TERRAIN TOTAL % INCREASE TOTAL TIME
MILES HORIZONTAL MISSION OVER ABOVE SEA
(NM) MILES(NM) RANGE(NM) BASELINE LEVEL(SEC)

BASE 1200.0 46.75 2314.3 681.20

VEH. 1 1200.0 46.75 2386.7 +3.13 701.20
[2236.3] [-3.35]

VEH. 2 1200.0 46.75 2491.8 +7.67 664.60

[2319.3] [+0.21]

VEH. 3 1200.0 46.75 2574.3 +11.23 646.00
[2431.8] [+5.07]

[ ] : 100 LB FUEL WEIGHT PENALTY APPLIED
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4 mountains. When static-maximum lift coefficient was reached for the

dynamic vehicles, the dynamic-lift capability was used to reach the

peak altitude. All vehicles used a similar approach to pull over and

out of the terrain. In this case, Vehicles 2 and 3 have a clear

advantage when performing a maneuver similar to the baseline because

they have less drag then the baseline. With the optimized combination

of a constant g climb and a constant dynamic climb and descent,

Vehicles 2 and 3 can travel up and over the terrain faster than

the baseline. Vehicle 1 cannot perform the maneuvers as quickly

as the baseline because of the relatively high induced drag produced

by the low aspect ratio wing.

In both missions, the three dynamic vehicles maintain a range

advantage over the baseline except when the 100 lb weight penalty

is imposed. With the weight penalty, only Vehicle 3 maintains a range

advantage in Mission 1, while both vehicles 2 and 3 fly farther in

Mission 2. The ability of vehicles 2 and 3 to use less fuel in the

pre-terr-ain segment of each mission works as a disadvantage to both.

As all four vehicles approach the terrain following segment of the

mission, vehicles 2 and 3 are heavier than the baseline. Therefore

they must maneuver at a higher and more restricting weight than the

.Z baseline. It is important to indicate that these missions only show

how one might optimize missions for the dynamic-lift advantage. A

further improvement to these optimnizations might include the

consideration of the increased stand-off range that could be gained

by the dynamic-vehicles if they were allowed to burn down to the

same weight as the baseline vehicle. At lower weight in the terrain

4.3C
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* following segments of the mission, the dynamic-lift vehicles would

then exhibit even greater terrain following capabilities.
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V. Conclusions and Recommendations

The results of this study have shown that the use of dynamic-

stall induced lift augmentation can greatly improve the range and

maneuver capability of a cruise-missile-type vehicle. However, due to

the severe restrictions imposed on that lift capability (i.e. the

static to dynamic lift "gap"), the results of two terrain following

missions have shown that the dynamic-lift vehicles were only capable

of out-performing the baseline vehicle in situations where the base-

line was forced to use a maximum capability. Althoug, this restric-

tion may be considered to be too severe of a requirement, it does

indicates that a variable-maximum-dynamic lift capability is

necessary and should be pursued in future research in order to

achieve the maximum applied benefit of the dynamic-stall event.

Of the three dynamic-lift vehicles used for this study, Vehicle

3, the clipped or reduced chord vehicle, consistently out-performed

all vehicles in range and maneuver capability, whereas, Vehicle 1,

the clipped or reduced span vehicle, consistantly under-performed

all vehicles except in some examples of pull-out to level flight.

In this study, the primary performance advantages gained by

the use of dynamic-lift were mainly due to an ability to reduce wing

area thereby reducing vehicle drag. Another important maneuver

capability which must also be investigated is the ability of these

vehicles to take advantage of an inherent thrust-vectoring

capability unique to a decoupled wing-body system. A combination

of thrust-vectoring and drag reduction could produce unprecedented

.5
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increases in manueverability and performance.

Because of the potential advantages to be gained by the

application of dynamic-stall induced lift several key areas should

be investigated :

1. Compressibility effects on the dynamic-stall event - For this

study, critical Mach number on the 0015 airfoil is achieved

well before M = 0.5. (see Appendix B). In order to make use

of the dynamic-stall event at realistic flight conditions,

the effects of compressibility must be thorough2y investigated.

2. The effect of dynamic-stall producing wing motions on material

stresses and aeroelastic effects.

3. Improved computer simulation models to investigate the poten-

tial performance advantages of dynamic-lift vehicles.

4. Stability and control related considerations for a decoupled

wing-body system.

5. Optimizations of stand-off distance for missions where the

end or termination point is fixed.

5..2
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APPENDIX A

Vehicle Drag Polar Development
p.

This Appendix describes the methods used to obtain a drag polar

for the baseline vehicle described in Figure 2.2 of Chapter 2. The

methods used to develop the drag polar were obtained from Nicolai

[20:Chap 11].

The total drag of the vehicle can be expressed as

S2

CD CD + K CL2  (A.1)

0

where

C = 0  + D+ DC+CD (A.2)
CDo CDo BD CDo wing CDo interf + CDo trim + CDo vt+nt

For subsonic conditions, C is essentially skin frictionDO BD

drag and can be expressed as

C -C + C (A.3)
Co BD f BD Dbase

...

A.1

Z Z



- where

CDfBD Cf L I + 60 / ( /d )3

+ 0.0025 ( 1B / d )] (Ss / BD) (A.4)

'I.

and

CDbase 0.029 C D 2 d / d )3 (A.5)

• The turbulent flat plate skin friction coefficient for the body,

C , is found in Figure E.2 of Nicolai by assuming an equivalent

sand roughness, k, of 0.4 X 10-3 inches for an average application

of standard camouflage paint. The Reynold's number based on body

length, R 1 is 5. X 107 for M 0.5 vehicle. S is the0 s

total wetted area of the body. C o in Equation A.3 is

based upon the maximum cross-sectional area of the body, S BD"

The drag coefficient for the wing, C D , is also mostly
o wing

skin friction and can be expressed as

CD0 wing [ i + Lp(t/c) + 10O(t/c) 4 (R S S)

A.2



: where S wetw is the wetted area of the wing and t/c is .15 for the

0015 airfoil. Cf for the wing is found in the same manner as for

the body. R is the lifting surface correlation factor found in

Figure 11.8 of Nicolai and Lp is the airfoil thickness location

parameter. Similarly, the drag coefficient for the vertical and

horizontal tail, CDo , is found using the methods
'CD vt+ht

described for the wing.

No direct estimate of interference drag coefficient, Co) interf'

or trim drag coefficient, CD , was made for this vehicle.
._ - trim

Based on Hoerner [26] the following values are assumed

CD = 0 . 0 5 CD
D o interf D

~~0

Z C0  0.10 C0  A. z
o D o trim 

0

Returning to Equation A.1, the drag due to 1:ft:.:c ,

be described as

K K' - K

whrere K'' is t, , s '

, - ' p 
w ' .

" "' W * " . " . " , " . ' - . ..
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11.6 of Nicolai and K' is the inviscid drag due to lift factor

defined by :

K' 1 / irAR e (A.1O)

The wing efficiency factor, e, is defined as

2I

e e'[ -( d / b ) ] (A.11)

e' is found in Figure 11.5 of Nicolai. Inlet spillage drag, ram

drag, and nozzle-afterbody drag are not specifically addressed and

',V_ are assumed to be part of the engine thrust data presented in

Figures 2.3 and 2.4 of Chapter 2.

Solving Equations A.2 through A.11, Equation A.1 becomes

C 0.040828 + 0.0856 CL2 (A.12)

Equation A.12 is then the drag polar for the baseline vehicle.

J.A
N,

A.~4



Determination of CLmax

The maximum lift coefficient of a finite wing can be

expressed in terms of the section lift coefficient of that wing

as 
V

CL = C /[ + (m / AR)] (A.13)
max max

Based upon tabulated data in Abbott and Von Doenhoff [23],

the extrapolated value of Cmax for a 0015 airfoil is 1.6.

Therefore, CL for the baseline wing is 1.387.Cmax

WDrag Polar Equations for the Dynamic-Lift Vehicles

The drag polars for the dynamic-lift vehicles are developed

by the same methods as were used for the baseline vehicle 2

accounting for the differences in C0o due to reduced wing areas

and the differences in K due to changes in aspect ratio. The

Iv

equat ions are%

,

Vehicle 1 : CD 0.032657 + 0.1059731 CL2 (A.14) ,

Vehicle 2 C0  = 0.032620 + 0.0861453 CL2  (A.15) N
"D L

A.5

, " '. ' ' ,V" t 
"

,... 
' "

' " ... .,'A" ". .



Vehicle 3 C = 0.0326389 + 0.0725063 C 2 (.6
D L

Equations A.14 through A.16 are based on the baseline wing refer-

ence area of 13 square feet. At maximum dynamic lift, a value of 0.1

times C0O is added to C0D in the polar to account for any drag

penalties associated with the dynamic-lift event.

A.6

0'S.
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APPENDIX B

Critical Mach Number Considerations

This Appendix describes the fundamental equations used to

compute the freestream critical Mach number, Moo crit , for an air-

foil with the methods described in Kuethe and Chow [29]. Moo crit

can be calculated if the airfoil minimum pressure coefficient, C?

is known at a lower freestream Mach number, MOO . Pressure and

Mach number can be related by the isentropic relationship

P /Po = [ + (Y-1)M 2 ] /(i -) (B.1)

If pO and Ma, are the freestream pressure and Mach number

then,

2|

Px I + 1 ) Mx / (I 1 '

Poo I + 12 ( Y' 1) M ..3D

where "x" is a point or location of minimum pressure coefficient on

the airfoil surface. The pressure coefficient at a point on the air-""[

B.1.

U-

;a2
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foil where the minimum pressure is observed is,

Cp (P P ) / ( p  2  )(B.3)

Substituting Equation B.2 into B.3:

'9'

2 p 1 + f (Y 1) M.

If M is equal to 1 at the location of minimum pressure coefficient,,"StitutingndCTherefore Equation B.4

thenM M0 crit and Cp Px crit

become

"Y1/(1-Y) ,

1( (B.5) -N

Cpx Y 7MC I + i (Y- 1) M~ci,.

The critical Mach number for a given airfoil can be found by %.

choosing the minimum pressure coefficient from test data at

.B.



lower speeds and by applying the Prandtl-Glauert rule

= C L~- 2 /1M 2 ) (B.6)
CP C P1  N C

where C Piand Mc are taken from test data. By cross-plotting

Equations B.4 and B.6, the critical Mach number, Mcx Grit'

is found at the point of intersection of these two curves.

For the 0015 airfoil used in this investigation, the largest

minimum value of pressure coefficient is found to be -4.7 for an

CDof 0.022, an a of 22.3 degrees, and a VOD Of 30.12 ft/sec

[12]. Therefore, for this location,

C = -4.7 (B-7)

p1

iv~~- 0.0268 (B.8)

Substituting Equations B.7 and 8.8 into Equation B.6

CP-4.7 [0(.9992721 / ( C-

-B.

.' W%
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Sample Input and Output for Programs
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Table D. 1oI

Vehicle Range For Mach Number Equal to 0.5 at
Sea Level With the Baseline Engine

MACH AVG FUEL AVG SFC AVG TOTAL RANGE %INCR.
NO. FLOW (LBM/HR THRUST TIME (NM) IN

(LBM/HR) /LBF) (LBF) (HRS) RANGE

BASE .50 251.4 .898 280.0 7.30 2412. --

VEH. 1 .50 245.9 .943 260.8 7.56 2500. +3.70
[2345] [-2.78]

VEH. 2 .50 233.8 .969 241.3 7.90 2610. +8.20

[2455] [+1.78]

VEH. 3 .50 226.7 .994 228.1 8.11 2679 +11.10
[2524] [+4.64]

[ ] = 100 LB FUEL PENALTY APPLIED

D.2%
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Table D.2

Vehicle Range Optimized for Cruise Mach Number
at Sea Level With The Baseline Engine

MACH AVG FUEL AVG SFC AVG TOTAL RANGE %INCH

NO. FLOW (LBM/HR THRUST TIME (NM) IN

VER. 1 .56J4 259.3 .921 281.5 7.07 2638. +9.40
[21467] [+2.28]1

EH. 2 .565 247.4 .928 266.5 7.38 2757. +14.30
[2585] [+7.17]

ER. 3 r'66 239.8 .934 256.7 7.59 2840. +17.70
[2667] [+10.60]

[]=100 LB FUEL PENALTY APPLIED

D.3



Table D.3

Vehicle Range Optimized for Cruise Mach Number
at 10000 ft Altitude With the Baseline Engine

MACH AVG FUEL AVG SFC AVG TOTAL RANGE %INCR

NO. FLOW (LBM/HR THRUST TIME (NM) IN
(LBM/HR) /LBF) (LBF) (HRS) RANGE

BASE .505 246.3 .959 256.8 7.73 2464.

VEH. 1 .502 249.1 .963 258.7 7.90 2520. +2.30
(2316] [-6.01]

VEH. 2 .501 222.6 .966 230.4 8.62 2750. +11.60
[2537] [+2.96]

VEH. 3 .501 204.7 .969 211.2 9.27 2957. +20.01
[2735] [+11.00]

100 LB FUEL WEIGHT PENALTY APPLIED

0

D.4
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Table D.4

Vehicle Range for Optimum Dynamic Vehicle Engine

Thrust Characteristics at Mach Number Equal to
0.5 at Sea Level

MACH AVG FUEL AVG SFC AVG TOTAL RANGE %INCR
NO. FLOW (LBM/HR THRUST TIME (NM) IN

(LBM/HR) /LBF) (LBF) (HRS) RANGE

BASE .50 251.4 .898 280.0 7.30 2412.

VEH. 1 .50 232.1 .890 260.8 8.04 2657. +10.20

[2528] [+4.80]

VEH. 2 .50 212.8 .882 241.3 8.71 2877. +19.30
[2737] [+13.50]

VEH. 3 .50 200.7 .880 228.1 9.17 3031. +25.60
[2887] [+19.70]

100 LB FUEL WEIGHT PENALTY APPLIED



%"p %Table D.5

Maximum Lift Coefficient Climb at Weight 3000 lbs

WT 3000 LBS BASE VEH.1 VEH.2 VEH.

Max Flight Path Angle 24.9 23.6 25.5 26.9

Time (sec) 16.0 15.3 16.0 16.5

Ballistic
Max Altitude H (ft) 3433. 3197. 3544. 3801.!

Downrange Y (ft) 12241. 11900. 12375. 12612.

Tme (sec) 29.9 29.2 30.1 30.8

D.6.



* Table D.6

Maximum Lift Coefficient Climb at Weight 2000 lbs%

WT =2000 LBS BASE VEH.1 VEH.2 VEH.3

Max Flight Path Angle 57.0 54.8 58.5 62.0

Time (sec) 16.4 15.9 16.8 17.4

Ballistic
Max Altitude H (ft) 4967. 4913. 5071. 5310.

Downrange Y (ft) 7057. 7328. 7011. 6880.

Time (sec) 26.4 26.0 26.6 27.0

D.7.
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Table D.7

Maximum Lift Coefficient Climb at Weight 1000 lbs I

WT 1000 LBS BASE VEH.1 VEH.2 VEH.3

Max Flight Path Angle 90.0 90.0 90.0 90.0

Time (sec) 6.98 7.07 6.86 6.78 .

At max : 90
Max Altitude H (ft) 2180. 2212. 2174. 2170.

Downrange Y (ft) 2182. 2215. 2179. 2170.

Time (sec) 6.98 7.07 6.86 6.78

D.8.
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Table D.8

Pull Out of Dive Maneuver for All Four Vehicles at
Weight =3000 lbs

-90~ INITIAL ALTITUDE / TOTAL TIME

...90 450 -300 -150

BASELINE 7582.0 2830.3 1437.7 407.24
16.50 12.25 9.49 5.55

VEH. 1 7613.9 2849.5 1449.0 409.90
17.10 12.30 9.60 5.61

.VEH. 2 7563.8 2821.4 1432.7 406.10
17.00 12.00 9.40 5.50

VEH. 3 7541.2 2801.1 1422.2 403.60
16.50 11.50 9.20 5.44

D.J.



Table D.9

Pull out of Dive Maneuver for All Four Vehicles at
Weight = 2000 lbs

INITIAL ALTITUDE / TOTAL TIME

i  : -900 -450 -30o -150

BASELINE 5016.5 1584.1 746.8 195.1
12.35 7.51 5.27 2.73

VEH. 1 4640.8 1522.2 737.2 195.1
11.57 7.10 5.20 2.71

VEH. 2 4617.5 1513.4 733.1 194.4

11.20 7.13 5.07 2.70

VEH. 3 4604.6 1506.9 730.5 193.9
11.00 7.01 5.00 2.65

(0

D.10
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Table D. 10

Pull Out of Dive Maneuver for all Four Vehicles at
Weight = 1000 lbs

INITIAL ALTITUDE / TOTAL TIME

7 -900 -450 -300 -15O

BASELINE 2384.7 622.3 284.1 73.8
6.21 3.45 2.12 1.07

VEH. 1 1979.6 550.7 271.6 72.6
5.61 3.10 2.11 1.06

VEH. 2 1972.3 548.6 271.0 72.5
5.51 3.06 2.11 1.05

VEH. 3 1966.2 547.0 266.8 72.4
5.50 3.00 2.06 1.01

D.11 I
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Table D. 11

Effect of Thrust on Pull-Over Capability for a
Vehicle Weight of 3000 lbs at = q

and an Initial Mach Number of 0.6

MAX THRUST ALT (ft) DOWNRANGE ft TIME see)'

* BASELINE 9Ot1.

VEHICLE 1 ~ "

VEHICLE 2..

'VEHICLE 3 
9.-'

50% THRU5ST

BASELINE 1 8860. 141.8

VEHICLE 1 -48v 8962. 32.2

VEH CLh, 2 8791. 31.6

- VH~L _868o. 31.2



Table D. 12

Mission I- Baseline Vehicle Traversing the
First Mountain

SEGMENT DESCRIPTION t(sec) H(ft) Mach Y(nm)

1. Max lift climb to Y:150 4.63 349. .4738 .410

2. Const climb Y =150 12.00 1907. .4084 .936

3. Max negative lift pull 4.24 1893. .4150 .311
over to y = -15.

4. Level down to 12.01 278. .5251 .998

5. Pull-out to level 3.71 0. .5269 .355

TOTAL TIME = 36.69 sec
PRESHOOT = .210 nm

OVERSHOOT = .343 nm
MAX H = 2028 ft
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Table D. 13 %

Mission 1 - Vehicle 1 Traversing the First
Mountain

SEGMENT DESCRIPTION t (sec) H(ft) Mach Y(nm)

1. Max Dyn. lift climb to 14.80 2300. .3448 1.100

'II

31.6*
!.Negative Dyn lift impulse .33 2355. .2575 .015

to y = 28.80 .

Down to level 32.55 0. .4556 1.886 %

TOTAL TIME = 47.68 sec
PRESHOOT = .211 nm
OVERSHOOT = .333 nm
MAX H = 2974 ft -
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Table D. 14

Mission 1 - Vehicle 2 Traversing the First S

Mountain

SEGMENT DESCRIPTION t(sec) H(ft) Mach Y(nm) V

1. Max Dyn lift climb to 15.80 2584. .3412 1.168

y 33.20

2. Max Dyn lift impulse .47 2660. .2421 .021

to y = 29.250

3. Max Dyn lift to level 31.38 0. .4706 1.846

TOTAL TIME = 47.65 sec b

PRESHOOT = .208 nm
OVERSHOOT = .370 nm

MAX H = 3070 ft
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4 Table D. 15

Mission 1 - Vehicle 3 Traversing the First 0

Mountain

SEGMENT DESCRIPTION t(sec) H(ft) Mach Y(nm)

1. Max Dyn lift climb to 16.00 2693. .3452 1.188
V' = 34.4-

2. Max negative Dyn lift .71 2808. .2306 .031
impuilse to Y =28.4"

3. Max Dyn lift to level 30.82 0. .4815 1.806

TOTAL TIME = 47.53 sec
PRESHOOT = .207 nm

OVERSHOOT = .361 nm

MAX H = 3156 ft
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% -'. Table D. 16

Mission 1 - Fuel Loss Estimate For the Terrain
Following Portion of the Mission %

WT. AT START FUEL USED FUEL USED WT. AT END :%
OF TERRAIN ABOVE TER BETWEEN OF TERRAIN

FOLLOW (LBS) (LBS) TER. (LBS) FOLLOW (LBS)
4.-

BASELINE 2621.00 22.10 21.79 2577.11

VEHICLE 1 2639.00 23.50 21.82 2593.70
/"

VEHICLE 2 2670.00 24.10 21.67 2624.20

VEHICLE 3 2689.00 23.90 21.73 2643.40
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4.. Table D.17

Mission 2 - Baseline Vehicle Traversing the
First Mountain

SEGMENT DESCRIPTION t(sec) H(ft) Mach Y(nm)

1. Const. 1.29g climb 44.98 6010. .1940 2.970

2.Max neg. lift pull- 5.10 5466. .2789 .183
over to Y = -45*

3. level down at 11.80 1536. .5624 .632
S -45e

4. Pull-out to level 6.24 0. .5846 .598

TOTAL TIME = 68.12 sec
PRESHOOT = 2.01 nm
OVERSHOOT = .398 nm
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Table D.18

Mission 2 - Vehicle 1 Traversing the First
Mountain

SEGMENT DESCRIPTION t(sec) H(ft) Mach Y(nm)

1. Const 1.251g climb 23.90 2344. .4435 2.122
to V 22.0

2. Turn on Dyn lift to 21.22 6002. .1806 .910

y = 00

3. Static neg max lift 4.60 5571. .2679 .180
pull-over to Y = -450

4. v = -45*down 12.20 1531. .5471 .641

5. Pull-out to level 6.20 1591. .5791 .596

TOTAL TIME = 70.12 sec
PRESHOOT = 2.052 nm
OVERSHOOT = .422 nm
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Table D.19

Mission 2 - Vehicle 2 Traversing the First

Mountain

SEGMENT DESCRIPTION t(sec) H(ft) Mach Y(nm)

1. Const 1.2 6 3g climb to 23.10 2320. .4421 2.011
y = 21.80

2. Turn on Dyn lift to 21.01 6012. .1789 .901

3. Static neg. max lift 5.20 5390. .2814 .181
to y -45*

i4. v = -450 down 10.84 1521. .5798 .639

15. Pull-out to level 6.22 0. .5889 .598

TOTAL TIME = 66.46 sec
PRESHOOT = 1.932 nm

OVERSHOOT = .423 nm
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Table D.20

Mission 2 - Vehicle 3 Traversing the First
Mountain

SEGMENT DESCRIPTION t(sec) H(ft) Mach Y(nm)

1. Const 1.279g climb 22.61 2289. .4402 1.989
to Y = 21.1"

2. Turn on Dyn lift 20.34 6008. .1796 .894
to y = 00

3. Static neg. max lift 5.31 5309. .2899 .187
pull-over to Y =-45

4. Y = -45 down 10.16 1516. .5821 .642

5. Pull-out to level 6.18 0. .5960 .614

TOTAL TIME = 64.60 sec
PRESHOOT = 1.903 nm
OVERSHOOT = .431 nm
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Table D.21

Mission 2 - Fuel Loss Estimate For the Terrain

Following Portion of the Mission

WT. AT START FUEL USED FUEL USED WT. AT END

OF TERRAIN ABOVE TER. BETWEEN OF TERRAIN

FOLLOW (LBS) (LBS) TER. (LBS) FOLLOW (LBS)

BASELINE 2001.00 64.8 0.83 1935.37

'VEHICLE 1 2025.00 64.9 4.73 1955.38

iVEHICLE 2 2089.00 62.6 5.19 2020.60

VEHICLE 3 2131.00 60.9 5.95 2064.20
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